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Arntzen de Besche

Industry: Legal

Arntzen de Besche is one of Norway's leading business law
firms employing more than 130 lawyers. The firm serves
Norwegian and international clients within the private and
public sectors alike.

Website: www.adeb.no/en/

Focus on clients

Shared efficiency

Technology as an enabler

It’s already a benefit for us, but it will be tremendously good if it can be used actively
by those we are working with on a transaction.
Atle Gabrielsen, Partner, Arntzen de Besche

Situation
Starting with their banking and finance group, leading Norwegian law
firm, Arntzen de Besche, wanted a more efficient way to organize files
during the closing stages of their deals.

Solution
Arntzen de Besche is now using Workshare Transact to organize its deal
checklists and CP collections online. The platform is also used to create
the bible quickly once the deal has closed.

They wanted to spend time focusing on clients and negotiations, not on
document administration.

Atle Gabrielsen said: ”We tested Workshare Transact and it was really
intuitive.”

Atle Gabrielsen, Partner, said: “We are not yet turning into robots,
instead we want to use technology to create efficiencies that will leave
us more time for human interactions with our clients.

Julianne Heltne, Associate, added: ”We are using it a lot of the time,
especially on the CP collection and the bible of documents.”

Our experience was that once the deal was closed, we still had to do a
lot of work organizing the CPs and getting them in order and producing
the bible of documents.
We needed software to quickly build online checklists for our deals and
organize all relevant files, so we could focus more time on clients.”

Benefits
AdeB has found the deal closing process to be more efficient. However,
the firm believes the benefits will be multiplied when all parties adopt
the platform for collaboration during a deal close.
Atle Gabrielsen concluded: “If we can get our counterparts and
everyone involved in a transaction to use this, then it will really make the
whole work much more efficient.”
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